RSA Summer College 2023: Accommodation and Transport

**ACCOMODATION: suggested Hotels and B&B**

**HOTEL SAN MICHEL ***
(https://stmichelehotel.it/)
Address and contact:
Via dei Giardini, 6 - 67100 L'Aquila
Phone: +39 0862 420260
email: info@stmichelehotel.it
Distance:
3 min. walk

**B&B LO STUDIO**
(http://www.bblostudio.it/)
Address and contact:
Via Filippo Corridoni, 11 67100 L'Aquila, A
Phone: +39 324 0840 382
Email: info@bblostudio.it
Distance:
2 min. walk

**B&B COSTA MASCiareLLI**
(https://www.costamasciarelli.it/)
Address and contact:
Costa Masciarelli n. 8, 67100 L'Aquila
Phone: +39 347 9054272; +39 347 3330667
Email: info@costamasciarelli.it
Distance:
8 min. walk

**HOTEL 99 CANNELLE ***
(https://hotel99cannelle.it/)
Address and contact:
Via borgo Rivera, 21- 67100 L’Aquila
Phone: 0862/401979
Email: info@hotel99cannelle.it
Distance:
16 min. walk

**HOTEL FEDERICO II ***
(https://www.hotelazzurro.it/)

**Address and contact:**
Via Giovanni Di Vincenzo, 2 - 67100 L’Aquila  
Phone: 0862/318054  
email: info@hotelazzurro.it  
**Distance:**  
27 min. walk

---

**HOTEL PORTA RIVERA**  
(https://www.portariverahotel.it/)

**Address and contact:**
P.le caduti 8 dicembre 1943- 67100 L’Aquila  
Phone: 0862/316120  
email: info@portariverahostel.it  
**Distance:**  
21 min. walk

---

**MY SUITE HOTEL (ex hotel Amiternum)**  
(https://www.mysuitehotel.it/)

**Address and contact:**
SS 17 Ovest,1 – 67100 L’aquila  
Phone 0862/315757  
email: hotel@hotelamiternum.it  
**Distance:**  
33 min. walk

---

* We invite to book as soon as possible your accommodation due to the organization of other events in L’Aquila in the same days of the Summer College *

* Other hotels and B&B, which are located in the city centre and are at walking distance from GSSI, can be booked by using the usual websites (booking, airbnb, …) *
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
There are several urban bus lines connecting GSSI to other parts of the city. You find bus lines and timetable at the following link: https://www.ama.laquila.it/linee-e-orari/

To use public transportation, https://moovitapp.com/ provides real-time information on L’ Aquila bus routes and time schedules